myhosting.com Launches HackerWise Security Monitoring Service
for Web Hosting Customers
myhosting.com, a leading provider of VPS Servers and VDS Hosting solutions, Shared Web Hosting,
Hosted Exchange Email and SharePoint Services has announced the launch of its new Security Scanning
service to monitor website reputation and health.
Toronto, ON ─ December 13, 2011: myhosting.com has launched two new security scanning services,
named HackerWise Reputation Monitoring and HackerWise Health Scanning. Just as a traditional antivirus application would scan a user’s computer, the HackerWise solutions from myhosting.com can be
used to monitor and scan various aspects of a business or personal website.
HackerWise Reputation Monitoring is used to monitor a websites reputation throughout the internet,
and warn the website owner if anything happens which may potentially harm the reputation. The
solution will scan various Blacklists including spam, phishing fraud, and reputation and update a daily
report card with the results of the monitoring.
In addition to including the Reputation Monitoring Service, the HackerWise Health Scanning service also
performs an external check of a website, inspecting it for any damage which may have been done by
malicious site injection or hackers. A full report card displaying all the scanned pages, as well as a
reputation results, is generated daily.
“When it comes to website security, knowing is half the battle,” exclaimed Tim Attwood, Product
Manager at myhosting.com. “A hacked or defaced website can result in theft of sensitive data, a
damaged reputation and search ranking, blacklisting, not to mention severely affecting your revenues.
It’s more important than ever to keep an eye on your website, and our SaaS-based solution makes the
process as easy as possible.”
myhosting.com HackerWise Reputation Monitoring & Health Scanning are two more important tools
available to businesses and website owners. With hacking attempts on the rise and thousands of
websites being blacklisted every day, it’s more important than ever to make sure your site does not
become compromised and keep your good reputation intact.
For more information, please visit http://myhosting.com/hackerwise/.
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